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Throughout this entire paper, we let k denote an algebraically closed 
field of arbitrary characteristic. A; denotes afhne n-space over k and P;: 
projective n-space over k. We are interested in computing the Cohen- 
Macaulay type r(P1, . . . . P,,) of s distinct points P, , . . . . P, in P;1-. 
In Section 1 of this paper, we investigate the relationship between the 
Cohen-Macaulay type t(Pl, . . . . P,) and the first-order k-derivations of the 
coordinate ring R of P,, . . . . P,. Much of what we do here is motivated by 
the results in [S] and could be stated for quasi-homogeneous, unramified 
curve singularities in general. However, we stick with the problem at hand 
and derive a formula in Theorem 1.6 which computes the Cohen-Macaulay 
type t(P1, . . . . P,) of P,, . . . . P, in terms of the length /(R/R) of R/R, and the 
length Z(Der,(R)/Der,(R)) of Der,(R)/Der,(R). Here R is the integral 
closure of R in its total quotient ring, Der,(R) is the R-module of 
first-order k-derivations on R, and Der,(R) is the module of first-order 
k-derivations on R. Neither one of these lengths is particularly easy to 
compute in general. Thus, in Section 2 of this paper, we present some 
simplifying assumptions which make the terms in Theorem 1.6 easier to 
compute. 
In our main results in Section 2, we shall assume P, , . . . . P, are in generic 
s-position in Pg. This is rather mild assumption on the Pi, and with this 
assumption we are then able to obtain a significant refinement of 
Theorem 1.6. Our main result is Theorem 2.9, which says that the Cohen- 
Macaulay type of P,, . . . . P, is completely determined by the length of just 
one homogeneous piece of Der,(R). This length can be computed from the 
rank of a matrix r which we construct in Eq. (18). 
Many matrices whose rank determines t(P1, . . . . P,) exist in the current 
literature. One such matrix is, of course, the last matrix in a minimal free 
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resolution of the ideal of P,, . . . . P, . Unfortunately, the minimal resolution 
of a given set of points is very difficult to compute. Even the first betti num- 
ber (i.e., the minimum number of generators of the ideal) is a formidable 
computation in practice. Another matrix A giving t(Pl, . . . . P,) was con- 
structed in [l, Theorem 31. Unfortunately, in order to use this result one 
must compute the dimension of the intersection of a certain number of 
column spaces coming from A. This also turns out to be difficult in 
practice. 
The matrix r that we construct in Eq. (18) depends only on the 
homogeneous coordinates of P,, . . . . P,s and is easy to compute. Via 
Theorem 2.9, the rank of r completely determines the Cohen-Macaulay 
type of P,, . . . . P,y. 
1. COHEN-MACAULAY TYPE AND DERIVATIONS 
Let Pi= (aio: ai, : ... : a,), i= 1, . . . . s, be s distinct points in IF’;. It is well 
known that t( P,, . . . . P,s) is invariant under coordinate changes in Pt. Thus, 
we can assume without any loss of generality that ai = 1 for all i = 1, . . . . s. 
We make this assumption throughout the rest of this paper without further 
ado. Let S= k[X,, . . . . X,] denote the polynomial ring in n + 1 indeter- 
minates X0, . . . . X, over k, and let $ denote the associated prime ideal of Pi 
in S. Then $ = (X, - ai, X0, . . . . Xn-a, X0). We shall let R= S/n;=, 9f 
denote the coordinate ring of U;r, , P, in P;. The cone of each Pi (in A;+ ‘) 
is a line z passing through the origin in A;+ l. R is also the coordinate 
ring of lJ;=, z in ,;+I. 
Let 0 denote the local ring of lJf= , Zj at the origin. The ring B is just R 
localized at its irrelevant maximal ideal and is a Cohen-Macaulay local 
ring of dimension one. The Cohen-Macaulay type t(P,, . . . . P,) of P,, . . . . P,s 
is by definition the type t(0) of the local ring Co. Thus, t(0) is the number 
of irreducible ideals in any irredundant irreducible decomposition of a 
parameter ideal in 0. The reader is referred to [6] for the pertinent facts 
about type used in this paper. 
We shall let R denote the integral closure of R in the total quotient ring 
K of R. Similarly, we let 6 denote the integral closure of 0 in its total 
quotient ring. Then i? g S/Pi @ . . . @ SIPS. We identify S/q. with k [ Ti] ( T, 
an indeterminate) by sending Xj + Yi to uvTi, j= 0, . . . . n. Then 
R=k[T,]@ ... @ k[ T,], and R is identified with the k-subalgebra 
kCz 0, ..., z,] c 8. Here zj= (alIT,, . . . . Use T,), j=O, . . . . n. Then d is the 
direct sum of the localizations k[T,lcT,)@ ... @k[T,],,,, and 
K=k(T,)@ ... @k(T,). 
If A is any k-algebra, we let Q:(A) denote the A-module of first-order k- 
differentials and Der,(A) the A-module of first-order k-derivations on A. It 
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is well known that Q:(8) is a free a-module of rank one. Thus, Der,(B) is 
a free 8-module of rank one. For R we have the following lemma whose 
proof is obvious: 
LEMMA 1.1. Der,(R) is a free R-module generated by 6 = 
(ajw, . . . . aiw. I 
Let { pI, . . . . p,} denote the minimal primes of R. If I E Der,(R), then 
I(p;)Gp, for all i= 1, . . . . s (see [2, Lemma 11). Since R= R/p,@ ... 0 
R/p,, we see each 1”~Der,(R) extends to a derivation on R. Thus, 
Der,( R) E Der,( R). Similarly, Der,( 0) c Der,( 6). Let m denote the 
maximal ideal of 0. If T(Q;2:(8)) denotes the torsion submodule of Q:(0), 
then we have the following important corollary to Lemma 1: 
COROLLARY 1.2. Q:(O)/T(Q~(o)) r m as O-modules. 
Proof: 6, = (T,(a/aT,), . ..) T,(a/aT,)) is clearly a k-derivation on 
R = k[z,, . . . . z,] with the property that 6,(z,) =zj for all j=O, . . . . n. Thus, 
Rh,(R) = (zO, . . . . z,,). Localizing, we have 06 ,(0) = m. By the universal 
mapping property of a:(@), there exists a surjective &module 
homomorphism h: a:( 0) -+ m. Since Q:(0)@, KzC?i(K)z KzrnBc K, 
the kernel of h is precisely T(Qi(O)). 1 
The reader can easily check that Der,(R)/Der,(R) and Der,(@/Der,(6) 
are finite-dimensional vector spaces of the same dimension over k. If ti 
denotes the Jacobson radical of 6, then ti = t.!?t, where t = (T,, . . . . T,). Thus, 
Q:(G) z Cn z fi. Using Corollary 1.2, we have the following description of 
Der,(@/Der,(B): 
COROLLARY 1.3. 
Der,(B) Cn :rii -‘v----- 
Der,(O)- m-’ . 
Proof: 
Der,(B) Homo(Qk(8), 9) Horn,-(@z, a) 
mr Hom,(O:(O), 0) g HomP(Q:(0)/T(O:(O)), 0) 
8:m 8:m 
=== ,-I. -----I 
Since 0 is a reduced, excellent local ring, it follows from [6, Kor. 2.123 
that Co has a canonical ideal X. If f = Ann,(G/0) the conductor of 0 in 8, 
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then we can choose X such that 0 G X c fi and f = X : d (see [6, p. 3 1 I). 
In this case, the following inclusions are easy to prove: 
f&x- :fiEmp' cX:mEBEB:rii. (1) 
If V’ is any vector space over k, we denote the dimension of V by I(V). 
The following O-modules, Der,(Q)/Der,(O), fllf, film, and Xm/m, are all 
finite-dimensional k-vector spaces. We can now state our first theorem: 
THEOREM 1.4. 
Proof: It follows from Corollary 1.3 that I[Der,J8)/Der,(O)] = 
l(Q:rii/mp' ). Since 0 E X E a, the following sequence is exact: 
O-+ 
Xm iii rii --+-+- -+ 0. 
m m m3Y" 
Also, 
From the inclusion in (1) we get 
(2) 
(3) 
is exact. The exact sequence in (3) implies 
Since fi = dt, multiplication by t-’ gives fi : +i/X: fi E a/Xx: B = af” Thus 
COROLLARY 1.5. 
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ProojY t(0) = /(X/m%) by [6, Lemma 3.11. Thus, t(O)=I(X/m) - 
/(mX/m). If we substitute this expression into the equation in Theorem 1.4, 
we get 
(4) 
Since 0 + O/f + 6/f -+ a/O -+ 0 is exact, Eq. (4) becomes 
t(w=l(;)+l(~)-1(~)+,(~)-(~). (5) 
Thus, the corollary is proven once we show 
To prove Eq. (6) we first note that .!(S/f)=I(X: X/X: c”)=I(8/X). 
Therefore, 
1 - --I ; +I ; =I -y +I & -[ - =I m =s. 1 
(2 (7 (7 (7 (“j (Z) (“j 
We can remove the local statements from this corollary and restate the 
result as follows: 
THEOREM 1.6. Let P,, . . . . P,Y be s distinct points in p;. Ij‘R denotes the 
coordinate ring of U:=, Pi and R its integral closure, then the 
Cohen-Macaulay type of P, , . . . . P,Y is given by 
t(P 1, . ..> P..)=s+i(;)-l(~). (7) 
ProoJ Let M= (z,, . . . . z,) denote the irrelevant, maximal ideal of R. 






Since t( P, , . . . . P,Y) by definition is t(O), the proof of Theorem 1.6 is com- 
plete. 1 
Theorem 1.6 is about as well as one can do without any further 
assumptions being made. As we pointed out in the Introduction, the terms 
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/(R/R) and [(Der,(R)/Der,(R)) in (7) are usually difficult to compute. If 
the points P,, . . . . P, are in generic s-position in P;, then we can simplify 
Eq. (7) considerably. We carry out this simplification in Section 2 of this 
paper. 
2. THE COHEN-MACAULAY TYPE OF POINTS IN GENERIC POSITION 
Let S, denote the jth homogeneous piece of S= k[X,, . . . . X,]. For 
integers q <p, we let (z) denote the usual binomial coefficient. Then 
1(S,) = (“,+j) for allj>O. For eachj30, let { glj, . . . . g(,+j),} denote the set 
n 
of manic monomials in Sj. We lexicographically order these manic 
monomials by setting Xz . . X2 > X,, flo . . . X: if there exists an integer c such 
that O<c<n, c(~= p, for i< c and CI,.> flC. We shall always assume 
glj'g2,' “’ ‘g (,, + ,) j. Thus, glj=X$,gzj=Xi,~’ X,, . . . . g(.+,).j=X:,. We 
note that the first (:+,!- 1 ) of the gy are precisely those g, diiisible by X0. 
Now suppose P, , . . . . P, are s distinct points in p;. For each j > 0, we 
define an s x (“J’) matrix G,(P,, . . . . P,) with coefficients in k as follows: 
Gj(P,, . . . . P,,) = 
Because the first coordinate of every Pi is one and because of the way we 
indexed the g,, it follows that G,(P,, . . . . P,)=(G,-,(P,, . . . . P,)IB(j)) for 
some s x (“,‘1; ‘) matrix B(j). We shall make use of this fact later in this 
section. 
We say the points P,, . . . . P, are in generic s-position in p; if 
rk(G,(P,, . . . . P,)} = min{s, (nTi)} f or all j B 0. Here rk{A } denotes the 
rank of a matrix A. Most sets of s points are in generic s-position in the 
following sense. Identify the set of points P,, . . . . P, with a point 
(P,, . . . . P,) E Q x ... x P;. Then the points which are in generic s-position 
in !D;: form a nonempty, Zariski open subset of p; x . . . x P;. Throughout 
the rest of this paper, we use many well-known facts about points in 
generic position. (See [3] or [4].) We assume the reader is familiar with 
the results of these papers. 
If P,) . ..) P, are in generic s-position in p;, then Theorem 1.6 can be 
sharpened as follows: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let P, , ..,, P,y he in generic s-position in pz . If R denotes 
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the coordinate ring of Uf=, Pi and i? its integral closure, then the 
Cohen-Macaulay type of P,, . . . . P, is given by 
t(P ,,..., P,,)=s(e+ I)-(~~~)-/(~). (9) 
Here e=min{jl(“,Sj)>s}. 
Proof: R and R are both graded rings and the inclusion of R into R is a 
homogeneous map of degree zero. Let R, and Ri denote the jth 
homogeneous piece of R and R, respectively. Clearly I(Rj) = s for all j 3 0. 
Since P, , . . . . P, are in generic s-position, the dimensions of the R, are given 
as 
for j= 0, . . . . c’- 1 
for j3e. 
(10) 
Thus, 1(&R) = CT= J {s - (“T’)} = se - (;:z 7). Substituting this expression 
into Eq. (7) completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 1 
The rest of this section is devoted to simplifying the last term 
f(Der,(R)/Der,(R)) in Eq. (9) when P,, . . . . P,, are in generic s-position. 
Throughout the rest of this paper, we shall let e = min(j j (“T’) > s}. 
If P, , . . . . P,T are in generic s-position in P;, and s = (‘z “) - A, for some d, 
and 0 6 2 <n, then the Cohen-Macaulay type of P,, . . . . P, is a constant 
given by t(P,, . . . . P,T)= (“:!r’)-I” [7]. In particular, we do not concern 
ourselves with the special case s = (“Ld). Henceforth, we assume P,, . . . . P, 
are s distinct points in 5’: (not necessarily in generic position) with 
( “+;-‘)<s<(“;‘). I n g eneral, t(P,, . . . . P,V) is not constant even if the P, 
are in generic position. The reader is referred to [ 1 ] for specific examples. 
As usual, let R=k[z,, . . . . z,,] denote the coordinate ring of U;=, Pi. 
Then we have the following easy lemmas: 
LEMMA 2.2. Der,(R) is a graded R-module containing Der,(R) as a 
graded R-submodule. 
Proof: We have seen in Lemma 1.1 that any derivation i E Der,(R) has 
the form (f,( T,)(d/aT,), . . . . f,( T,)(a/aT,), where L.( Ti) E k[ T;], i = 1, . . . . s. 
Thus, Der,(R) is naturally graded by the grading on (f,(r,), ...,f,(r,s)). 
Let Der,(R),= {(c, ri,(a/ar,), . . . . c,~(a/87’,))]cj~k} denote the jth 
homogeneous piece of Der,( R). Then Der,( R) = @,..= 0 Der,(R),, 
R,[Der,(R),] s Der,(R),+j (i.e., Der,(R) is a graded R-module), and 
clearly I(Der,( R),) = s for all j > 0. 
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Now Der,(R) = {A E Der,(R) 1 A(R) E R} = {A. E Der,(R) 1 A(z,) E R, j= 
0, 1, . ..) n>. We want to show Der,(R) is a graded R-submodule of Der,(R). 
Let A E Der,(R). Then I = A0 + . . . + AN with li E Der,(R),. 
Set Aj= (cliTil(a/aT,), . . . . csi Ti(a/aT,)), where cti E k. Then, for any j = 
0 , . . . . n, we have A,(z,)= (cliri,(8/JT,), . . . . ~,~~~(8/8T,)((ai~T,, . . . . asj T,)) = 
(c,,a,, T’, , . . . . c,,a,Ti) E R,. Thus, A(z,) = xi”=, AJz,)E (I,@ ... @I,) n R. 
Since R is a graded submodule of i?, we have (1, @ . . . 0 1,) n R = 
R, @ . 0 R,. Thus, Ai E Ri for all i = 0, . . . . N. So each Ai E Der,(R), and 
we have established Der,(R) = @,?&(Der,(R),n Der,(R)}. Thus, Der,(R) 
is a graded R-submodule of Der,(R), and the proof of Lemma 2.2 is 
complete. 1 
Let Der,(R), = Der,(R)i n Der,(R), the jth homogeneous piece of 
Der,(R). Then it follows from Lemma 2.2 that Z(Der,(R)/Der,(R)) = 
C,?, {Wer,(R),) - 4Derk(Wi)). W e now analyze the pieces Der,(R),. 
LEMMA 2.3. Der,(R), = (0). 
Proof. Let 1 E Der,( R),. Then by Lemma 2.2, 1= (c,(tY/tYT,), . . . . 
c,(~3/aT,)) for some constants c1 , . . . . c, E k. Since A(z,) E R, we conclude that 
( cl al,, . . . . c,asj) E R, for all j= 0, . . . . n. Now R0 z k, the diagonal in R. 
Therefore, c,a,j = . . . = c,a, for all j. In particular, a,, = a,, = . . . = a, = 1 
implies c, = ... = c,~. If cI # 0, then alj = . . . = axj for all j = 0, . . . . n. But 
then P,, . . . . P,y are not distinct. Thus, c, = . = c, = 0, and A= 0. 1 
In particular, I(DerJR),/Der,(R),) = Z(Der,(R),) = s. To analyze the 
other pieces Der,(R)j/Der,(R)j, we need some notation. Let us abbreviate 
GJP,, . . . . P,) by writting just Gj. For any vector (d,, . . . . d,) E k”, we define 
the sx (((“Xj))+ (n+ 1)) matrix (Gild,, . . . . d,) as 
In terms of partitioned matrices, (G, 1 d, , . . . . d,) = (G, 1 DG,), where D is the 
s x s diagonal matrix diag{ d, , . . . . d,}. Then for each j> 1, we have the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.4. Der,(R),Z {(d,, . . . . ds)EkS lrk{(Gjld,, . . . . d,)}=rk{G,}). 
Proof. Let A E Der,(R),. Then Lemma 2.2 implies there exist unique 
constants d,, . . . . d, E k such that 1= (d, T’,(i?/aT,), . . . . d, T<(d/BT,)). Since 
A(z,) E R, we must have (d,a,, T{, . . . . d, a,,T;)E R, for all r =O, . . . . n. 
Since R = k[z,, . . . . z,], R, is generated as a k-vector space by 
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(g&o, ...? z,) = (g&P,) T{, . . . . g&P,) Tj)Ji = 1, . . . . (‘l;‘)}. We conclude 
that there exist constants e,; E k such that 
v(i) 
(d lalrr ...> dsasr) = C ert(g&f’O, ...) glj(f’s)) (12) 
i= I 
for all r = 0, . . . . n. Here v(j) = (” :I). 
However, Eq. (12) implies rk { (G, 1 d,, . . . . d,) > = rk { Gj }. The steps in 
this proof are reversible, and consequently the map i + (d,, . . . . d,) is 
an isomorphism from Der,(R), to {(d,, .,., d,)E k”(rk{(G,ld,, . . . . d,)} = 
ww~ I 
From Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, we immediately get the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose P,, . . . . P, are in generic s position in ID: with 
( “+;P’)<s<(nLe). Then I(Der,(R)/Der,(R))=se-CT:: I(Der,(R)j). 
Proof: 
by Lemma 2.3. Since P, , . . . . P,Y are in generic s-position, 
rk(G,) =min{( “,f’), .s}. Thus, if j 2 e, Lemma 2.4 implies /(Der,(R),) = s. 
Therefore, /( Der,( R),/Der,(R)i) = s - I(Der,( R),) if j < e, and zero if 
j>e. I 
The following corollary is well known: 
COROLLARY 2.6. IfPI,..., P, E l?J’; are in generic s-position with 2 6 s < n, 
then t(P, , . . . . P,y) = s - 1. 
Proof: We have e = 1, and I(Der,(R)/Der,(R)) =s by Corollary 2.5. 
Consequently, Theorem 2.1 implies t(P, , . . . . P,,) = s - 1. m 
We denote the column space of any matrix A by CS(A). A simple 
translation of Lemma 2.4 yields the following corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.7. Der,(R), g {D = diag{d,, . . . . d,s} 1 CS(DG,) z CS(G,)}. 
Now it turns out that when P,, . . . . P, are in generic s-position in Pi, 
only I(Der,(R), ~ , ) can vary. This follows from our next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose P,, . . . . P,E Pi are in generic s-position with 
( “+~-‘)<s<(~~‘), and e>3. Then I(Der,(R),) = (n+A- ‘) for j= 
1 , 2, . . . . e - 2. 
Proof. As in Corollary 1.2, set 6, = (T,(d/aTr ), . . . . T,(8/aT,)). Then 
6, E Der,(R), . Because Der,(R) is a graded R-module, we have 
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R,_,6,cDer,(R),. But clearly, RjW1zR,-,b,. Thus, /(Der,(R),)k 
I(R,-,)=(“+;-* ). These remarks hold for any j = 1, . . . . e - 1. 
Now suppose 1 Qj< e- 2. We claim Rj_ *6, = Der,(R),. Set 
6 = (a/aT,) . ..) d/aT,). Let I E Der,( R)i. 
By Lemma 1.1, ,I=16 with lERj..Hence, i=gS, with gER,-,. Since 
S,(zr)=z, for all r=O, . . . . n, we conclude gz, = gSl(z,) = I(z,) E R, for all 
r=O, . . . . iz. Set fr=gz,. Then f,E Rj, and z, fr=zt fr for ail t, r=O, . . . . n. 
Now find F’, E S, such that the image of F, (modulo n;=, q) in R is fr. 
Then XJ, - X,F, E T);= , $ for all r, r = 0, . . . . n. Because P, , . . . . P, are in 
generic s-position, the lowest degree of any nonzero form in of=, # is e. 
Since j d e - 2, we conclude X,F, - X, F, = 0 for all t, r = 0, . . . . n. In par- 
ticular, X,F, = X,F, for I = 0, . . . . IZ. Therefore, X0 divides F,. Suppose 
F,, = HX, with HE S, _, . Then in R, we have f. = hz, with h E R,- , . Since 
a 1o = . . . a, = 1, one easily checks that z0 is not a zero divisor in R. So, z0 
is not a zero divisor in 8. But, gz, = f. = hz,. Hence, g = 11 ER,- , . Thus 
i = g6, E R, _, 6,, and the proof of Lemma 2.8 is complete. b 
We now put the information gathered in Lemmas 2.3 through 2.8 
together. In view of Corollary 2.6, we can assume (‘*+;-I) <s < (“z’) with 
e b 2. Adding the binomial coefficients in Lemma 2.8, we get the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose P,, . . . . P, E Pi are in generic s-position with 
( ‘I +i- ‘) <s < (” ,“) and e 2 2. Then Ihe Cohen-Macaufay type of P,, . . . . P, 
is given hi 
t(P ],..., P,)=s-(~~f)+(“~:~2]+/(Derk(R)~+,). (13) 
Proof If e = 2, the binomial coefficient (“z;;*) in Eq. (13) is zero. 
Using Lemmas 2.3 through 2.8 and substituting into Eq. (9), we have 
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Theorem 2.9 is the main result of this section and it can be used in many 
different ways. One of the theorem’s most fruitful applications is to use 
Corollary 2.7 to construct a matrix r for which rk{T} = s - I(Der,(R), 1). 
When r is incorporated into Eq. (13), we get a formula for the 
Cohen-Macaulay type of P, , . . . . P, in terms of the rank of a matrix r 
which is easily computed from the homogeneous coordinates of the P,. We 
finish this paper with the construction of f and a restatement of 
Theorem 2.9. 
For the rest of this paper, we assume P,, . . . . P, are in generic s-position 
in P; with (‘*+; ‘)<s<(“iy ). In view of Corollary 2.6 and Theorem 2.9, 
we are only interested in the index j= e - 1 with e > 2. We henceforth 
abbreviate Der,(R), , , G, (P, , . . . . P,), and G, ,(P,, . . . . P,) by writing 0, 
G,, and G, respectively. We always use the letter D to denote some s x s- 
diagonal matrix diag(d,, . . . . 4,). Thus, 6 g (D 1 CS(DG, ) c CS(G)}. We 
shall let v = (n+:;P1 ) throughout the following discussion. 
If A and B are matrices whose product AB is defined, and such that B is 
invertible, then CS(AB) = CS(A). In particular, if 7c is an s x s permutation 
matrix, A an invertible (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix, and A’ an invertible v x v 
matrix, then we have a k-vector space isomorphism $: Qz g= 
(DICS(DflG,A)cCS(Z7GA’)} g iven by G(D) = 17DZim I. Multiplying on 
the left by Z7 is equivalent to permuting the points P,, . . . . P,, and, thus, 
changes none of our assumptions about the points or their type. Conse- 
quently, with no loss in generality, we can replace 0 with $ in Eq. (13). We 
now make judicious choices of Z7, A, and A’, or, equivalently, apply certain 
column operations followed by permutations of rows to make the matrices 
in g as simple as possible. 
Since rk{G,$=min(s,n+l}=n+l (e>2), there exists an sxs per- 
mutation matrix 17, and an (n + 1) x (n + I) invertible matrix A, such 
that L7,G, A, = (I,!+ ,/E,). Here and throughout the rest of this paper, we 
let Z, denote the jxj identity matrix. In Ilr, G, A,, E, is some 
(s - (n + 1)) x (n + 1) matrix. Now multiplication by A, is just performing 
a finite number of column operations on G, . Recall G = (G, 1 B) for some 
s x (v - (n + 1)) matrix B. We apply n, to G and the column operations 
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minis, v} = v, we see rk{ E2} = v - (n + 1). Hence, after possibly permuting 
rows n + 2, . . . . s on both sides of (14), we get 
Inrelation(15),Eisan(s-(n+1))x(n+1)matrixandFisan(s-v)xv 
matrix. 
Now let us suppose the entries of E and F are given as follows: 
E=(ep,y), p=n+2 ,..., S, and q=l,..., n+l; F=(f,,,), p=v+l,..., S, and 
Lj=l , . . . . v. Then D = diag{ d,, .,., d,} belongs in the set on the right in 
relation (15) if and only if for all q = 1, . . . . n + 1, there exist constants 
xyu~ k, S= 1, . . . . v, such that 
D Cal, (%)= i x&al,(~) 
#=I 
(16) 
In Eq. (16), Col,( .) denotes the cl-column of the matrix (.). An inspection 
of Eq. (16) shows that for a fixed q, x,~ = 0 for Lj E { 1, . . . . 4, . . . . n + 1 }, and 
X = d,. It then follows that xyq= dq equ for all q= 1, . . . . n + 1, and 
q= n + 2, . . . . v. Thus, the equations in (16) reduce to 
d,f,, + 1 dqeqyfp4-d,, epy =a (17) 
4=n+2 
In Eq. (17), q= 1, . . . . n + 1 and p = v + 1, ,.., s. Thus, we have a series of 
(n + l)[s - v] linear equations in d,, . . . . d,. 
Thus, relation (15) and Eq. (17) imply 19 g ker r, where I- is the 
(n + l)[s - v] x s matrix given below: 
f= 
f”,,., 0 “’ 0 
f%l 0 .” 0 
0 A,+ I.2 0 
0 L,* ‘.’ 0 
0 0 f”.,.,. 
0 0 I,.” + , 
1 1 
en+2.2 v+1.n+2 f “’ ev.2fv+l,r 
en+2.2 s.n+2 f .*.’ e,, zfs.? 
~n+Z,n+l “+l,n+2 f ‘.’ ev,“+, “+,. f 
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We have drawn in horizontal and vertical lines in r to emphasize its block 
nature. 
We can now state a matrix version of Theorem 2.9. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let P, , . . . . P, be in generic s-position in p;. Assume 
( “+;-‘)<s<(nf;‘) with e 3 2. Construct r as in (18). Then the 
Cohen-Macaulay type of P,, . . . . P, is given by 
(19) 
ProoJ From our construction above, Der,(R),_ ,Z ker r. Thus, 
I(Der,(R),-,)=s-rk(T). Now substitute in Eq. (13). 1 
Let us finish this paper with an illustration of Theorem 2.10. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the following configuration of nine points in pi (at 
a finite distance) with integer coordinates. . L----- . . 
Here P,=(l :O:O), Pz=(l :l :O), P,=(l :2:0), P,=(l :3:0), 
P,=(l :o: l), P,= (1 : 1 : l), P,=(l :2: l), P,=(l :0:2), and 
P,=(l : 1 : 2). 
Using Bezout’s theorem and [3, Proposition 31, we easily check 
that P,, . . . . P, are in generic 9-position in pz. Since s = 9, n = 2, and 
e = 3, Theorem 2.10 implies t(Pl, . . . . P,) = 9 - rk{ I’}. The matrices 
G = G2( PI, . . . . P,), E, P’, and r descibed in the algorithm before (18) are as 
follows: 
-1 0 0 
1 1 0 
1 2 0 
1 3 0 
G= 1 0 1 
1 1 1 
1 2 1 
1 0 2 
-1 1 2 
G, 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 
4 0 0 
9 0 0 
0 0 1 
1 1 1 
4 2 1 
0 0 4 
1 2 4 
-2 2 1 
-1 1 1 
-1 0 2 
, E= -2 3 0 
-2 1 2 
-1 2 0 
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-2 3 3 3-6 0 
F= 1 -1 -2 -1 2 1 0 2 1 I l-2 0 
-2 0 0 -6 6 0 2 0 0 
1 0 0 0 -2 -1 0 2 0 
-1 0 0 -2 2 0 0 0 1 
0 3 0 6 -6 0 -3 0 0 
o-1 0 0 2 0 o-1 0 
0 2 0 2-2 0 0 0 -2 
0 0 3 3 -6 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -2 0 2 2 0 -2 0 
0 0 1 1 -2 0 0 0 0 (20) 
One easily checks that rk{ I’} = 6, and thus [(PI, . . . . P,) = 3. m 
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